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ABSTRACT
Modeling large-scale protein motions, such as those involved
in folding and binding interactions, is crucial to better understanding not only how proteins move and interact with
other molecules but also how proteins misfold, thus causing
many devastating diseases. Robotic motion planning algorithms, such as Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRTs),
have been successful in simulating protein folding pathways.
Here, we propose a new multi-directional Rapidly Exploring
Random Graph (mRRG) specifically tailored for proteins.
Unlike traditional RRGs which only expand a parent conformation in a single direction, our strategy expands the
parent conformation in multiple directions to generate new
samples. Resulting samples are connected to the parent conformation and its nearest neighbors. By leveraging multiple directions, mRRG can model the protein motion landscape with reduced computational time compared to several
other robotics-based methods for small to moderate-sized
proteins. Our results on several proteins agree with experimental hydrogen out-exchange, pulse-labeling, and Φ-value
analysis. We also show that mRRG covers the conformation
space better as compared to the other computation methods.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.3 [Computer Applications]: Life and Medical Sciences—
Biology and Genetics; I.6.3 [Computing Methodologies]:
Simulation and Modeling—Applications

1. INTRODUCTION
Protein folding [27, 20] is the biochemical process by which
the protein structure folds into its functional three dimensional native structure. During folding, a protein transitions
from the unfolded state to the folded state passing through
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a sequence of intermediate conformations. Understanding
the folding process is of great importance as the protein’s
functions are related to it. It also helps in understanding
why some proteins misfold [17] which results in devastating
diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Mad Cow.
We assume that the native structure of the protein is known,
and our main focus is modeling the folding process to this
native structure. There have been both experimental and
computational methods developed to study protein motions.
Numerous experimental methods such as circular dichroism,
fluorescence experiments [28], hydrogen exchange [37], pulse
labeling, and NMR spectroscopy [24] have been developed
to model the folding process. Experimental methods are not
only complex and expensive, it is also difficult to observe the
fast moving folding process using these methods. Thus, computational simulation techniques that model this process in
a realistic way are needed to study these process. Not only
can computational techniques help elucidate the folding process, they can also provide guidance for future experiments.
Many traditional simulation methods such as molecular dynamics [19, 7, 10], Monte Carlo methods [6, 16], and simulated annealing [21] provided a single, detailed, high-quality
folding pathway but at a large computational expense. As
such, they cannot be practically used to study global properties of the folding landscape or produce multiple folding
pathways. Statistical mechanical models [25, 1, 23, 8, 11]
do provide global information about the folding process, but
they cannot be used to produce individual folding pathways.
Lattice models [5] are computationally efficient but are theoretical models and not used on real proteins. Robotic motion planning algorithms such as the Probabilistic Roadmap
Method (PRM) [15] and Rapidly Exploring Random Tree
(RRT) [18] have been applied to model the folding process.
These robotics-based methods are quite promising as they
can generate multiple folding pathways in a short amount
of time (e.g., a few hours on a desktop PC). This enables
the study of both individual folding trajectories and global
properties of the landscape.
We introduce a new algorithm based on Rapidly Exploring
Random Graphs (RRGs) [14] called multi-directional RRG
(mRRG) for modeling protein folding. RRG is a path planning method which iteratively constructs a graph data structure that encodes representative motions of the object under study. The graph is built by iteratively expanding an
existing sample in the graph in a random direction. If the
extension is successful, RRG attempts to connect the new

Approach
Trajectory-Based
Statistical Mechanical Model
Robotics-Based
PRM
T-RRT
mRRG
Lattice Model

Global Landscape
Properties
Poor Coverage
Good Coverage

# Paths
Produced
1
0

Good Coverage
Many
Poor Coverage
Many
Good Coverage
Many
Not used on real proteins

Path
Quality
Good
N/A

Computational
Time Required
Long
Short

Native
Needed
No
Yes

Approx
Approx
Approx

Short
Very Short
Very Short

Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 1: Comparison of computation models for modeling protein motion.
sample to its k-nearest neighbors in the graph. mRRG differs from RRG by making m expansion steps from qnear
instead of a single expansion step. Extension in multiple
directions allows a single iteration to explore more of conformation space than RRG [14]. We present a case study
for protein G and its variant NuG1, protein L, and protein
A. We validate our pathways by comparing the secondary
structure formation order with known experimental results.
Examining the node distributions of each method, we show
that by increasing the number of directions m, we can improve the exploration of the folding landscape. We compare
mRRG to T-RRT [13] and rigidity sampling based PRM [35]
and show that the exploration with multiple directions gives
better coverage than T-RRT and is comparable to PRM for
all of the proteins studied. The computational requirements
are also comparable to T-RRT. We also examine properties
of the resulting folding pathways including path weight (i.e.,
energetic feasibility) and smoothness.

2. RELATED WORK
Different computational methods have been developed to
study protein motion and folding, see Table 1. For each
method, the table provides an overview of its ability to study
global properties of the folding landscape, how many trajectories it produces and the quality of these trajectories. It
also summarizes each method’s computational requirements
and dependence on knowing the native state.
Molecular dynamics [19, 7, 10] simulates the forces on all
the atoms at each timestep to produce a motion trajectory.
Monte Carlo methods [6, 16] perform a random walk on the
protein’s energy landscape that favors lower energy transitions. Replica exchange for both Monte Carlo methods
[34, 12] and molecular dynamics [33] simulate many copies
of the protein, all at different temperatures, and periodically
exchange copies from different temperatures to allow greater
access to both high and low temperature states. Simulated
annealing [21] is similar except that it periodically increases
the simulation temperature to allow the protein to move
out of local minima. These trajectory-based methods are
computationally intensive as they use complex kinetics and
thermodynamics to simulate a single, high-resolution pathway. While distributed computing methods can reduce the
computational expense [38], these trajectory-based methods
cannot be used to simulate many pathways and thus study
global information about the folding landscape. Statistical
mechanical models [25, 1, 23, 8, 11] compute statistics about
the global energy landscape and use them to infer ensemble
properties of the folding process. They are not designed to

produce individual trajectories. While computationally efficient, they can only be used to study global averages of the
landscape. Lattice models [5] are well studied but cannot
be applied to actual proteins.

2.1

Motion Planning Approaches

In the past decade, a number of efforts have focused on
adapting robotic motion planning algorithms to model the
protein folding process. These robotics-based methods can
generate multiple folding pathways in a short amount of
time (e.g., a few hours on a desktop PC). Such efficiency
enables the study of both individual folding trajectories and
global properties of the overall folding landscape. In this
section, we discuss how these methods can be applied to
model molecular motions and then review the particular approaches most relevant to this work.
The motion planning problem is to find a valid path for
a movable object from a start placement to a goal placement. Probabilistic Roadmap Methods (PRMs) [15] and
Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [18] are two popular classes of motion planning algorithms that have been
highly successful in solving challenging high dimensional motion planning problems. These methods construct a graph
or tree data structure that models the motion space of the
movable object (C-space) which can be queried to find trajectories in the graph connecting start and goal configurations of the movable object.
By simply changing the model of the movable object from
a robot to a protein and the definition of feasibility from
collision-free to low energy, these same algorithms may be
applied to model protein motion [30, 13]. The resulting
graph or tree data structure then models the protein’s energy landscape, the set of all protein conformations and their
associated energies. In most cases, the energy landscape is
thought to be funnel-shaped with the native, folded state
corresponding to a conformation of minimal energy at the
bottom of the funnel [4, 5, 9]. Every protein has a unique
energy landscape that influences how the protein moves and
folds. Connections in the graph or tree data structure are
weighted based on their energetic feasibility as determined
by the energies of the intermediate nodes along the connection. Low edge weights correspond to energetically favorable transitions so that standard graph search algorithms
for shortest paths can be used to extract approximate folding pathways from an unfolded state to the native state.

2.1.1

RRG

Rapidly Exploring Random Graphs (RRGs) [14] iteratively
explore the C-space by expanding existing samples towards
unexplored areas. They attempt k connections from new
samples resulting in a graph. RRGs extend Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [18], one of the early samplingbased motion planning methods. In particular, an RRT is an
RRG with k = 1. Given an initial object placement, RRG
expands the graph by first generating a new sample at random, qrand . Then, the nearest sample qnear in the graph to
qrand is selected for expansion. qnear is expanded by walking
toward qrand in C-space until an invalid placement is found
or a maximum distance, δmax , is reached. The new valid
sample qnew is added to the graph. Then k connections are
attempted between qnew and its k-closest neighbors in the
graph. Connections (edges) are added if all the intermediate
samples along the connection are valid. The process repeats
until the graph satisfies a set of constraints such as having a
minimum number of nodes or containing a path between a
certain start and goal. Since RRGs always select the nearest neighbor to qrand for expansion, growth is biased towards
large Voronoi regions, or unexplored regions of C-space. Algorithm 1 outlines the approach where Extend is the walk
from qnear towards qrand that terminates when an invalid
sample is reached or the distance exceeds the maximum.
Algorithm 1 RRG
Input. An initial placement qinit , a minimum and maximum distance δmin and δmax , a number of nearest neighbors k, and an evaluator E.
Output. A graph G rooted at qinit that satisfies E.
1: G.AddV ertex(qinit ).
2: while G does not satisfy E do
3:
Let qrand be a random sample, valid or not.
4:
Let qnear be the nearest sample ∈ G to qrand .
5:
qnew = Extend(qnear , qrand , δmin , δmax ).
6:
G.AddV ertex(qnew ).
7:
Let K be the k-nearest neighbors ∈ G to qnew .
8:
for each q ∈ K do
9:
if the edge (qnew , q) is valid then
10:
G.AddEdge(qnew , q).
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end while
Notice that graph extension toward similar states already
present in the graph does not aid in modeling unexplored
regions. To avoid this, qnew is not extended if the distance
between qnew and qrand is less than δmin . This checking is
done in the Extend call.

where ∆Ei = Ej − Ei is the energy difference between two
nodes, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. Unlike RRG, it only connects a node to its single
nearest neighbor. T-RRT was shown to be efficient in finding energy minima and transition paths between them.

2.1.3

PRM

Probabilistic Roadmap Methods (PRMs) [15] also build a
graph data structure to model the motion space, or C-space.
PRMs first generate a set of random samples, adding valid
ones to the graph. Then, for each node in the graph, connections are attempted between it and its nearest neighbors. Like RRG, connections are only added if every intermediate sample along the connection is valid. PRMs were
the first robotics-based algorithms applied to model protein
folding [30]. The application to proteins was further refined
in [36] to use rigidity information to sample conformations
in a more physically realistic way.

2.2

Protein Model

All the methods described in Section 2.1 are general in that
they support any protein model and energy function. In
previous work, PRMs have been applied to backbone models
using both coarse-grained and all-atoms energy functions
[31]. For the results here, we use the following coarse-grained
model that has been shown to work well previously.
A protein is modeled as a sequence of amino acids. For each
amino acid, we model the φ and ψ backbone torsional angles
as flexible and keep all other bond lengths and angles fixed.
This is a standard modeling assumption [32]. Thus, the protein is modeled as an articulated linkage, where the flexible
atomic bonds are joints ranging between [0, 2π). Note that
we do not restrict the values of the backbone torsional angles (e.g., to Ramachandran angles) so as to capture both
the folded and unfolded regions of the landscape. Instead,
we allow the energy function to dictate what resulting conformations are feasible or not.
We use a potential energy function to determine the validity
of a given protein conformation. The results in this paper
use a coarse energy function from [2] which includes standard
van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatic interactions [19]. If the side chains are too close (less
than 2.4Å during sampling and 1.0Å when connecting), the
conformation is rejected. Otherwise, the energy is:
X
Utot =
Kd {[(di − d0 )2 + d2c ]1/2 − dc } + Ehp
constraints

2.1.2

T-RRT

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, an RRG is an RRT with
k = 1. In [13], RRT was adapted and applied to model folding pathways for small molecules. The T-RRT algorithm
uses a self-tuning strategy that adjusts the simulation temperature T to bias towards unexplored regions and also towards energetically favorable regions. T-RRT differs from
standard RRT in that it only adds a new sample with the
following probability Pij called the transition test:
( −∆Eij
kT
if ∆Eij > 0
Pij = e
1
if ∆Eij ≤ 0

where Kd is 100 kJ/mol, di is the length on the ith constraint, and d0 = dc = 2Å as shown in [19].
All the robotics-based methods compared use connect conformations with straight-line interpolations. The weight of
an edge is a function of the intermediate conformations along
the edge. For each pair of consecutive conformations, the
probability of transitioning between them is given by the
transition test (see Section 2.1.2). The weight is then the
sum of the negative logarithms of the probabilities of consecutive conformations along the edge. A similar weight
function, with different probabilities, was used in [29].

3.

mRRG METHOD

T-RRT is efficient at finding a single pathway quickly but
only expands a parent node in a single direction, namely towards qrand , causing it to focus on a small number of routes
in the energy landscape funnel [3]. PRM is slower but covers
the energy landscape better. For example, Figure 1 compares the node distribution for T-RRT and PRM graphs
with 250 nodes for protein G, a small 56-residue αβ protein.
Each node’s energy is plotted against its Euclidean distance
to the native state. The PRM distribution is broader and
extends further into the unfolded region of the energy landscape (i.e., larger Euclidean distance and energy values) than
T-RRT.
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Figure 2: An example of mRRG. Instead of a single qrand for
expansion, m random samples are generated to guide expansion from qnear . Along each direction, a qnew is generated
and connected to its k-nearest neighbors.
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Figure 1: Node distribution comparison of 250 samples from
T-RRT and PRM for protein G. PRM yields a broader distribution that extends further into unfolded areas.
In this paper we propose a novel extension of RRG that combines the efficiency of a T-RRT-style search with the breadth
of a PRM distribution. Multi-directional Rapidly Exploring
Random Graph (mRRG) augments the RRG algorithm by
expanding the parent node in multiple directions at each
expansion step instead of a single bias towards qrand . Expansion in multiple directions yields more expansive graphs
that can help broaden the area of the explored folding landscape. Figure 2 sketches the approach and the algorithm is
provided in Algorithm 2.
The only additional input for mRRG compared to RRG is
the number of expansion directions m. To model protein
folding, we set qinit to be the known native state. In each
iteration, a random configuration qrand is generated (valid
or not). The nearest node qnear to qrand is selected for
expansion and extended towards qrand to create qnew . During expansion, each of the intermediate nodes between qnear
and qnew is checked for energy validity. If the transition
test is passed, qnear is connected to multiple neighbors using ConnN eighbors function. In our case, we chose Brute
Force neighborhood finder(Line 1) to choose k-nearest neighbors from qnew . After the connection, mRRG selects m − 1
additional random directions to expand qnear towards. Just
as with the first direction, qnear is extended toward each of
these new m − 1 random directions to create m − 1 new samples. Then, like T-RRT, each qnew is added to the graph if
it passes the transition test. Similar to RRG, it is then connected to its k-nearest neighbors. Figure 2 shows a single
iteration with m = 5 and k = 2.

The method continues expanding the graph until it passes a
set of evaluation criteria. Since we are interested in studying
protein folding pathways, we stop construction once the secondary structure formation ordering (i.e., the order in which
the various α-helices and β-sheets form) along the pathways
does not vary between iterations by more than some threshold. This is the same evaluation scheme used previously in
applying PRMs to study protein folding [30]. For the results presented here, we evaluate the secondary structure
formation ordering after every 250 samples.

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here we study the performance of mRRG under different input parameters and compare against T-RRT [13] and PRM
[35]. For each method, we construct a graph rooted at the
native state. We evaluate the graph after every 250 samples.
Construction stops when the secondary structure formation
ordering along the folding pathways in the graph stabilizes,
i.e., the percentage of pathways following a given ordering
does not vary between successive graphs by more than 10%.
This is the same evaluation criteria used in [30].
We validate a method’s results by comparing its dominant
secondary structure formation ordering to the experimentally determined ordering from hydrogen out-exchange, pulselabeling data, and/or Φ-value analysis. We compare the
sample distribution of a graph by looking at its potential vs.
native state Euclidean distance plot. We also examine individual folding pathways in the same manner. All methods
were implemented using the C++ motion planning library
developed by the Parasol Lab of Texas A&M University.

4.1

Proteins Studied

We study the proteins in Table 2. Proteins G, L, and NuG1
are αβ mixed proteins that while structurally similar, are
known to fold differently. The second β-hairpin forms early
in protein G but forms late in proteins L and NuG1, a variant
of protein G. Protein A is an all α protein of similar size.

Protein
G
G Variant
A
L

pdb

# Residues

Secondary Structure Makeup

1PGA
NuG1
1BDD
2PTL

56
56
60
62

1α + 4β
1α + 4β
3α
1α + 4β

Experimental Formation Order
[α,β1,β3,β4],β21 [α,β4],[β1,β2,β3]2
β1-2,β3-43
[α2,α3],α11 [α1,α2,α3]2
[α,β1,β2,β4],β31 [α,β1],[β2,β3,β4]2

Table 2: Proteins studied and their secondary structure formation order from: 1 hydrogen out-exchange experiments [22],
pulsed labeling/competition experiments [22], and 3 Φ-value analysis [26]. Brackets indicate no clear order.
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Algorithm 2 mRRG for Proteins
Input. An initial placement qinit , a minimum and maximum distance δmin and δmax , a number of expansion
directions m, a number of nearest neighbors k, and an
evaluator E.
Output. A graph G rooted at qinit that satisfies E.
1: G.AddV ertex(qinit ).
2: while G does not satisfy E do
3:
Let qrand be a random sample, valid or not.
4:
Let qnear be the nearest sample ∈ G to qrand .
5:
qnew = Extend(qnear , qrand , δmin , δmax ).
6:
if TransitionTest(qnew , qnear ) then
7:
G.AddV ertex(qnew ).
8:
G.AddEdge(qnew , qnear ).
9:
ConnN eighbors(qnew , nf, lp, G)
10:
for i = 2 . . . m do
11:
Let qrand be a random sample, valid or not.
12:
qnew = Extend(qnear , qrand , δmin , δmax ).
13:
if TransitionTest(qnew , qnear ) then
14:
G.AddV ertex(qnew ).
15:
G.AddEdge(qnew , qnear ).
16:
ConnN eighbors(qnew , nf, lp, G)
17:
end if
18:
end for
19:
end if
20: end while

4.2 Varying m
Here we examine how mRRG performs with differing values
of the number of expansion directions m. To isolate out the
affect of m, we set k = 1.

4.2.1

Case Study on Protein G

Graph Quality. Table 3 compares the running time and
resulting graph size for each method for protein G at m =
{1, 3, 5, 7}. Recall that T-RRT is the same as mRRG with
m = 1. Every method was able to reproduce the correct
secondary structure formation order. We see that as m increases, a larger graph is needed before the secondary structure formation order stabilizes. This is due to the fact that
Algorithm 3 ConnNeighbors
Input. Connecting node q, neighbor finder nf, local planner
lp, graph G.
1: N = nf.F indN eighbors(q, G)
2: for each n 6= q ∈ N do
3:
if lp.IsConnectable(q, n) then
4:
G.AddEdge(q, n)
5:
end if
6: end for

larger m values yield bushier graphs which take longer (i.e.,
more samples) to explore into the unfolded regions. Note
that mRRG is able to create samples much faster than PRM:
mRRG with m = 5 takes much less time than PRM, yet
mRRG generates same number of samples.
Method
T-RRT
mRRG
PRM

m
1
3
5
7
n/a

Time
(hr)
0.157
0.094
0.063
0.417
0.680

#
Nodes
750
1250
1000
1500
1000

#
Edges
1498
2500
2000
3000
18928

SSFO
Comparison
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed

Table 3: Method comparison for protein G with different
values of m. All methods produced folding pathways that
agreed with the experimentally determined secondary structure formation order (SSFO).
Figure 3 and Figure 1 show the node distribution in terms
of potential energy vs. Euclidean distance to the native
state after 250 samples are created. PRM has the densest
distribution near the native state but covers the unfolded
regions, albeit sparsely. T-RRT and mRRG have a more
even distribution of samples, where increase of m increases
the bushiness of the graphs as it searches in more directions.
Figure 4 shows the same distribution plots but for the graph
for which secondary structure formation ordering is stabilized. mRRG with m = 5 has the most even coverage of the
folded, partially folded, and unfolded regions. In addition,
mRRG was able to explore the furthest into the unfolded
region of the energy landscape. T-RRT was unable to reach
a large portion of the unfolded region.
Path Quality. Figure 5 compares the dominant folding
pathway as determined by each method for protein G. When
m increases, again we see that the pathway contains more
unfolded nodes, i.e., is able to reach further up the energy
landscape. For example, the Euclidean distance to the native state from the most unfolded conformation for T-RRT
is 1.4 while for mRRG, m = 7 is 1.8. We also see that
mRRG is able to produce smoother pathways than PRM
which contains large jumps across the plot. Note that the
start of PRM’s folding pathway is not the most unfolded
conformation in the pathway as one would expect.

4.2.2

Results for Proteins NuG1, A and L

Table 4 shows the performance of T-RRT, mRRG with m =
5, and PRM for the remaining proteins. While mRRG needs
more time to generate a stable graph, it generates many
more nodes with a more even distribution on the landscape.

Method

m

T-RRT
mRRG
PRM

1
5
n/a

T-RRT
mRRG
PRM

1
5
n/a

T-RRT
mRRG
PRM

1
5
n/a

Time
#
#
(hr) Nodes Edges
Protein G Variant
0.025
500
1000
0.043
1000
2000
0.297
499
7742
Protein A
0.037
750
1500
0.096
2000
4000
0.550
748 12830
Protein L
0.027
500
1000
0.039
1000
2000
2.330
500 10282

SSFO
Comp.
Disagreed
Agreed
Agreed

References
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed

Table 4: Method comparison for proteins G variant, A, and
L. All methods produced folding pathways that agreed with
the experimentally determined secondary structure formation ordering (SSFO) except T-RRT for G variant.

4.3 Varying k
Here we study the affects of k, the number of neighbors each
new sample is connected to. For mRRG, we fix m to 5.
Table 5 shows the statistics of the dominant folding pathway with varying values of k. Increasing k increases the
running time without a measurable improvement in path
quality. Figure 6 plots the potential vs. Euclidean distance
to the native state for each pathway. Again, increasing k
does not yield a significant improvement. We conclude that
for these applications, k = 1 could be comfortably used.
Table 6 shows a similar trend for the remaining proteins.
k
1
3
5

Time (hr)
0.063
0.104
0.120

Path Length
47
53
55

Path Weight
2361
4029
4577

Table 5: Protein G path statistics for mRRG for varying k.

Protein
G Variant
A
L

k
1
3
1
3
1
3

Time
(hr)
0.043
0.086
0.096
0.250
0.039
0.088

Path
Length
56
48
74
78
68
65

coverage and more unfolded pathways quickly as compared
to T-RRT and PRM. Future work includes application of
mRRG approach for more complex proteins of larger size
and to other types of protein movement such as transitions
between two given conformations in a binding interaction.

Path
Weight
3271
2888
164
170
3382
4511

Table 6: Path statistics for mRRG on proteins G variant
and L under varying k.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We present a new multi-directional Rapidly Exploring Random Graph (mRRG) approach for studying protein folding
based on traditional RRGs. Unlike traditional RRGs which
only expand in a single direction, mRRG expands in multiple
directions in each iteration step. We compare our method to
two popular approaches: T-RRT and PRM. We show that
our method is effective in achieving better energy landscape
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Figure 4: Node distribution comparison for protein G after the secondary structure formation ordering in the graph
stabilized. T-RRT is unable to reach a large portion of the
unfolded region.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the dominant folding pathway for
protein G as determined by T-RRT, mRRG, and PRM.
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Figure 3: Node distribution comparison of the first 250 samples for protein G using mRRG. Figure 1 gives PRM and TRRT distributions. PRM has the densest distribution near
the native state while T-RRT and mRRG distributions are
more even. mRRG with m > 1 reaches further into the
unfolded regions than T-RRT.
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Figure 6: Path profile comparison for protein G under varying k. All paths are nearly identical indicating that k does
not significantly change path quality.

